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CLTS fire was last week ignited in the Democratic Republic 

of Congo (DRC) when Tearfund UK organized the first 

ever CLTS training in the country. The training was        

conducted by Philip Otieno and supported with Njoroge 

Kamau both of Plan Kenya. The training workshop, attended 

by 18 participants took place in Kindu in Maniema Province, 

during which time 6 villages were triggered.  The fire of 

CLTS that started in Bangladesh has finally found its way in 

DRC; it has the potential to revolutionize the sanitation   

practices in the country.   

Contributed by: Plan Kenya CLTS Trainers 

CLTS fire ignited in the DRC! 
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O T H E R  N E W S :  

The CLTS nationwide 

scale-up is on its way to 

being realized with 6 new 

districts from the    

Southern Region trained 

in Blantyre at the end of 

N o v e m b e r .  T h e       

remaining districts will be 

trained early next year.   

The Global Sanitation 

Fund for Malawi was 

l aunched in  ear l y        

December.  It is meant to 

support Malawi in   

achieving its goals in 

reducing open defecation, 

increasing access to  

improved sanitat ion   

coverage and use of safe 

hygiene   practices.  The 

targeted districts are 

Rumphi, Nkhotakhota, 

N t c h i s i ,  B a l a k a , 

C h i k h w a w a  a n d        

Phalombe. 
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Blantyre celebrates its first ODF village 

Above: Traditional dancers      

celebrate  their achievement.  

Above: The ODF sign that can be seen upon entering Ngoleka village. 

In October, the first ODF 

village was declared in     

Blantyre district—Ngoleka 

village.  A celebration was 

he ld  l i ke  no  o the r .          

Government staff from     

various sectors, NGOs and           

traditional leaders shared in 

commemorating the village 

o n  t h e i r  s a n i t a t i o n           

improvements. It was a full 

day event with traditional 

dances, drama performances, 

and delicious food. Hopefully 

more villages will soon follow 

in the steps of Ngoleka. 

Right: Tamala    

Zembeni,   the 

B l a n t y r e      

District Water 

Officer (right) 

looks on as a 

t r a d i t i o n a l 

leader   explains 

the importance 

of achieving 

ODF status in 

his  community.  
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CASE STUDY: RAMBUSI COMMUNITY 

probing it was established that they imagined 

that if their photo is taken and published in the 

media, then it was going to generate sympathy 

from outsiders who will come rushing with   

enormous resources to bail them out of “shit 

eating”.  

This is kind of environment that existed in   

Rambusi when CLTS was introduced, an    

environment in which peoples minds had been 

polluted with subsidies. The subsidies were not 

just confined to sanitation. They also did cut 

across other sectors with the most prominent 

one being in HIV/AIDS interventions. The area 

has suffered severely from the effects of HIV/

AIDS. There is no doubt that some of the    

subsidies made a positive difference in the lives 

of those who were affected. However, they also 

contributed to reinforcing the perception that 

outsiders have readily available resources for 

solving even the most mundane of problems 

affecting the locals.  

 

Following the CLTS trigger in Rambusi, few 

people accepted to stop open defecation and 

start constructing latrines. What was even more 

confounding is that, even the few who started 

constructing latrines did this with the          

expectation that they will be monetarily      

compensated for their work. With time, the 

latrine work came to a complete halt after it 

dawned on them that there will be no       

compensation of any kind. 

 

As the CLTS situation looked very gloomy and 

frustrating in Rambusi, something inspirational 

was happening at a neighboring community 

called Manera. A spark ignited by CLTS trigger 

was transforming into a flame. The villagers in 

this community, without any external subsidies 

were constructing latrines using locally available 

materials, and were determined to bring to an 

.CLTS was introduced in Kenya in 2007. This 

approach came as a revolution that challenged 

the already existing approaches to sanitation. 

The approaches championed by many of the 

sanitation actors in the NGO and government 

circles promoted subsidies and handouts to 

enable them construct latrines. 

 

These approaches were premised on the   

understanding that the communities did not 

have latrines because they were “poor”, and 

could therefore not afford to construct latrines 

without external support. It was therefore 

imperative to provide them with subsidies for 

latrine construction in order to bring to an end 

the practice of open defecation. Though this 

was done in good faith and with very good 

intentions, it did not yield the desired results. 

Rambusi community and her neighbors     

experienced this sanitation approach. Subsidies 

were extended to these communities in the 

form of materials such as cement, sand,   

construction blocks and wire mesh; in some 

cases concrete slabs were readily availed to the 

villagers to support them construct latrines.  

 

The materials were hardly put to their      

intended use. The slabs for example were 

converted into tables or places for standing on 

while taking a bath in a makeshift bathroom, 

while others were just left to lie idle within the 

homestead compound or in the bushes. What 

was worse is that the noble intention of these 

subsidy providers turned out to be a “curse” in 

the communities. The subsidies destroyed the 

people’s confidence in their abilities to resolve 

their mundane problems like open defecation. 

Poor sanitation was viewed as an outsider’s 

problem. This is because it was the outsider 

who was concerned about it, and that is why 

he was pouring materials and resources 

to the community to address the problem. 

 

 In the meantime open defecation continued 

unabated with its concomitant adverse effects! 

People resigned to the situation, and left it to 

the NGOs and other sanitation actors to come 

to their “rescue”. In an example that typifies 

this state of affairs, when CLTS triggering was 

done in Rambusi the villagers were reluctant to 

develop an action plan aimed at stopping open 

defecation. When at the end of the CLTS 

triggering session they were asked if they were 

ready to have their photo taken that will be 

shown to the rest of the world that they are 

“shit eaters”, they happily accepted! Upon 

end open defecation practices. In the course of 

time, the four villages that make up Manera 

community were certified to be open defecation 

free (ODF). A celebration was held to          

commemorate this important achievement.  

 

With this development, the Rambusi com-

munity was once again jolted into action! 

 

Without any prompting from outsiders, the 

Rambusi villagers started picking their hoes, 

shovels and machetes to re-embark on latrine 

construction. This time around no community 

member was talking about compensation. No 

one was asking for assistance or subsidies! It 

was like a moment of reawakening! Latrine 

construction picked up intensely and with a 

sense of urgency. In a span of three months, a 

community in which only 6 homesteads had 

functional latrines out of 105, all of them had 

latrines that every family member was using. In 

some cases a several homesteads had more 

than one latrine depending on the family size 

and other cultural considerations. To date, more 

than 140 latrines have been constructed and are 

in use in Rambusi community. 

 

For a place where open defecation was the 

order of the day, the area now prides itself as an 

ODF environment. This is an achievement that 

has been made possible through self          

determination and without subsidies. The     

community recently held a successful ODF   

celebration in honor of this important milestone. 

This then is the power of CLTS. 

S . H . i . T . S .    Sharing    Highlights    In    Total    Sanitation                                                        (maLawi) 

Written By:  Philip Vincent Otieno, Plan International (Kenya)   (philip.otieno@plan-international.org) 

Abandoned blocks for latrine construction  

Latrine constructed from local materials. 

Have you noticed a similar   

situation where a community 

was re-triggered after an ODF 

celebration in Malawi? If yes, 

don’t hesitate to send us the 

story!  



A Village Worth Visiting 
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CLTS spurs Female Empowerment  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The woman on the left proudly shows off the hole 

she is digging for her pit latrine; she was motivated 

to construct her own latrine after a CLTS triggering 

in Mzimba district.  

A female natural leader presents her village 

action plan in Lilongwe district after her     

community  was triggered with CLTS. 

Zombe Alalin Village, Kasungu District was triggered in CLTS in October 2009.  Zombe 

Alalia is a village with 42 households with a total population of 148.  Out of 42 house-

holds, only 14 household had a pit latrine. These were without drop-hole covers and 
hand    washing facilities. 
 

What challenged me during triggering exercise is that the children were able to disclose 

that the household without pit latrine defecate in the open bush.  The children took the 

lead for the Walk of Shame to the bush. 
 

During the triggering exercise, the villagers looked disgusted, ashamed and fearing and 

hence developed a plan of action on their own instantly. 
 

The pit latrines for all households were constructed with drop-hole covers and hand 

washing facilities using local available resources.  Those people who could not construct 
pit latrines on their own due to old age or illness were assisted by the youth groups as 

mobilized by the natural leaders concerned. 
 

Several external visitors from Kasungu District, Central Level, Germany, Japan, Norway 

and United Kingdom have been visiting Zombe Alalia village to verify the ODF honour of 

CLTS. This time around, Zombe Alalia village has shifted from the Walk of Shame to a 

Walk of Pride. 

“Zombe Alalia village has 

shifted from the Walk of 

Shame to a Walk of Pride.” 

By: Danny Gondwe, PLAN CDF,  

KASUNGU (dangogondwe@yahoo.com) 



Zambia CLTS Sharing & Learning Workshop  

 

For feedback, or to 

collaborate with EWB: 
 

 
JOLLY ANN MAULIT 

jollyannmaulit@ewb.ca  
0993  991 728 

 
Water & Sanitation Team 

EWB Canada 
 

P.O. Box 2207 Lilongwe 
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EWB’S  WORK  on  SANITATION & HYGIENE 

In Malawi and Zambia, EWB collaborates with government, donor and NGO partners to enhance 

the sustained adoption of sanitation and hygiene behaviours. Currently EWB’s focus involves provid-

ing technical assistance to the Malawi sanitation & hygiene sub-sector for local government 

“Community Led Total Sanitation” programmes. Ashley Raeside and Jolly Ann Maulit from EWB  are 

collaborating with District Coordinating Teams from 12 Unicef-supported WASH Districts in Malawi 

on their CLTS programmes: Chitipa, Nkhata Bay, Likoma Island, Mzimba, Kasungu, Dowa, Salima, 

Mchinji, Lilongwe, Mwanza, Mangochi, and Blantyre. They are facilitating learning exchange between 

all CLTS stakeholders in Malawi, developing monitoring & evaluation tools, and coaching district 

CLTS leaders to help them refine their unique CLTS programmes for maximum community impact. 

 

S.H.i.T.S. NEWSLETTER 

This newsletter, coordinated by EWB, reviews learning and experiences of Malawi local government 

CLTS implementation and their collaborating NGO partners. It includes many contributions from 

district and central-level leaders within the sanitation & hygiene sub-sector. 

With regards to follow-ups,  the statement 

reads that  “Much of the gap between 
communities triggered and those       

declared ODF results from lack of       

follow-up encouragement and support.”  

One recommendation is for implementers to 

ensure “continuous and sensitive follow up 

and encouragement after every triggering.      

Adequate personnel, time and resources have 

to be allocated for this. “ 

A Regional Learning and Sharing       

Workshop for CLTS was held in          
November in Lusaka (Zambia) by the    

Institute for Development studies (IDS) 

for the Southern and Eastern Africa    

Region. Representatives from 12       

countries, organizations including        

UNICEF, Plan International and IRC, and 

several NGOs participated in the      

week-long event.  Kamal Kar, Robert 

Chambers and Petra Bongratz from IDS 

were present, as well as Chief Macha 

from Choma district, who has the first 
ODF chiefdom in Zambia. Countries 

shared their  experiences with            

implementing CLTS for other participants 

to learn from.  A list of common         

challenges were also brought to light and 

ways forward discussed in order to     

further improve the approach.  
 

The key output from the workshop was a 

document  o f  s ta tements  and                

recommendations for CLTS practitioners 

on key issues including follow-ups and 

going to scale with quality.   

As for going to scale with quality,        

participants agreed that it is “of immense 
importance for achieving the MDGs and 

for the wellbeing of populations...                  

Understandably, both governments and 

donors often want to go to scale too fast. 

Setting very ambitious targets can be 

counterproductive and lead to low 

achievement, high cost to benefit ratios, 

and misleading reports of achievement. 

Going to scale with quality requires 

a strong institutional structure for 

coordination and management. It 
also requires informed identification and 

easing of constraints. As well as        

household hardware subsidies, other   

constraints are often the lack of suitable 

people engaged full-time on CLTS and the 

numbers of good trainers and their time. 
 

To read the entire document of state-
ments and  or to find out more about    

t h e  w o r k s h o p ,  p l e a s e  v i s i t 

www.communityledtotalsanitation.org.    

 

 

 

 

 

Happy Holidays from EWB Canada! 

Kamal Kar poses for a picture with some of the 

workshop participants. 


